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Image is Everything:
Deploying Software and

Maintaining System Stability
at Allstate Insurance

By  D a n  O s b o r n e

In this article, we’ll look at the dispersed state of the network at
Allstate Insurance, which has thousands of offices spread throughout
the country--great for the business, but a disaster in the making for IT.
Learn how Allstate’s methods and use of disk imaging keeps the
network stable and moves software out to remote sites.

KEEPING
software up-to-date is a headache in any
organization given the steady stream of

updates and patches flowing from software vendors on a daily basis.
It’s bad enough when you just have to update the servers and worksta-
tions in a single LAN, but it can become a nightmare when supporting
multiple locations.

Allstate Insurance, for example, operates thousands of offices
throughout the country. That adds up to 11,000 servers, 29,000 work-
stations and 2,000 laptops to support.

“Our biggest issue is providing software to the field that has time-
sensitive interest rates or other forms of data,” says Gene LoProto,
Allstate’s IT Manager for Agency Infrastructure. “Getting the software out
to 11,000 locations on a remote WAN is just an incredibly slow process.”

In this article, we look at Allstate’s use of four methods to move
software out to remote sites. For smaller downloads, the company uses
Microsoft’s Systems Management Server (SMS) and custom-written
scripts. Some applications require the use of CD-ROMs and DVDs.
But for new machines or major operating system (OS) upgrades,
Allstate uses disk imaging.

Further, LoProto reports that site-wide disk imaging has been great-
ly enhanced by the use of defragmentation technology. At Allstate,
defragmentation is critical on two fronts:

1. Providing sites with an ideal image that is in a fully contiguous state
2. Maintaining server and desktop stability to reduce help desk traffic.

According to LoProto, system reliability and stability has been sig-
nificantly improved by keeping every server and desktop across the
network in a fragment-free state.

THE ALLSTATE NETWORK

Allstate agents operate out of 11,000 small offices that encompass
every state in the nation. Splitting up resources in this fashion has been

an excellent strategy for the Northbrook, IL-based company. Allstate
has grown into a $30 billion publicly traded firm with 40,000 employees
and 12,500 full-time agents who write policies for about one out of
every eight houses and cars in the country.

However, while the dispersed state of the Allstate network is great
for the business, it’s a disaster in the making for IT. LoProto is respon-
sible for 42,000 servers, desktops and laptops. Each user relies on his
team for the latest applications, operating system upgrades, updates
and general support. If anything goes wrong or a system slows down,
LoProto hears about it fast. So, when it came time to begin an upgrade
from Windows NT to Windows 2000, Allstate realized that it had to
streamline the process of relaying software while at the same time
implementing new procedures to minimize the downtime at their
agency sites. This involved the use of several tools.

SIMPLE DEPLOYMENTS

SMS (www.microsoft.com/smserver/default.asp) is Microsoft
Corporation’s (Redmond, WA) desktop and server change and config-
uration management software. It performs remote diagnostics, asset
management and software deployment. LoProto reports that using
SMS, Allstate finds that 80 to 98 percent of remote machines load
properly. A simple, but recurring, problem he runs into, however, is
getting clients to leave their equipment on. If a site’s server is turned
off, no one in that office receives new software downloads.

“SMS is good for updates that don’t need to be available immediately,
as you need several weeks for clean up and resends,” he says. “But in
our world, a one percent failure rate represents 360 angry clients.”

Besides using SMS, Allstate also has developed a variety of propri-
etary network push and pull processes, which are generally scripted
send processes based on a database of PCs and servers. These can take
the form of logon scripts or Web pages.

Distributing new software over the network works fine for small files,
but for larger deployments, Allstate copies the code on CD-ROMS or
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DVDs. Recently, for example, the company
decided for business reasons to upgrade from
Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 to 6.0 on its
workstations. The service packs and hot fixes
added up to 200MB. Then, since the company
chose to include updates to Adobe Acrobat,
anti-virus and terminal emulation software at
the same time, this brought the total package
up to 500MB.

“It was a little too large to send streaming
out to 36,000 PCs on 56K Frame Relay and
expect it to get there in the two-month time
frame required, so CDs were sent across the
country,” says LoProto. “CD-ROMS/DVDs
are great for turning over the responsibility of
installation to the client, but can be extremely
expensive when you need to make 11,000 of
them for every update you send!”

ROLLING OUT NEW
HARDWARE

SMS, scripting and CD-ROMs work, he
says, for minor software updates, but when it
comes to loading applications onto a new
machine or upgrading machines from NT to
Windows 2000, Allstate uses imaging rather
than Microsoft’s unattended process.

Imaging (also called “ghosting” or “cloning”)
involves converting the entire contents of a hard
drive into one or more compressed files which
can then be loaded onto other computers via a
CD or over the network from a server. It is use-
ful when all the computers in a batch require the
exact same software—both operating system
and applications. When the image is loaded onto
a new machine, it automatically formats and
partitions the hard disk the same way as the
original. Since the image also contains all the
configuration information, it means that each
machine doesn’t need to have the OS and other
software individually installed and configured.
But, since it contains the configuration infor-
mation, it also means that it will only work
when the target machine is identical to the one
being copied.

Allstate began using imaging to speed its
deployment six years ago while building a
process to roll out 120-200 PCs per day. The
unattended text file process took two to three
hours per PC, which was totally unworkable
on an enterprise-scale. By switching to imaging,
it found that it could cut that time down to five
to ten minutes per machine. With multicasting,
it could load dozens of machines simultane-
ously. While Allstate still uses the unattended
answer file process as a key part of its overall
desktop management process, when it comes

to issuing new equipment or upgrading operat-
ing systems, imaging is clearly the way to go.

BUILDING AN IMAGE

To create and deploy an image, Allstate
uses several tools. The primary software is
PowerQuest Corporation’s (Orem, Utah)
DeployCenter. Allstate uses Microsoft Visual
Basic scripting and batch files for script-based
logic and Visual Basic and C++ to develop
proprietary GUI tools for the deployment
technicians. It also uses Microsoft’s SysPrep
for Security ID (SID—a unique name
assigned to each user and workgroup) genera-
tion, together with the Microsoft Answer file
and setup processes. Executive Software,
Inc.’s (Burbank, CA) Diskeeper adds the final
touch by defragmenting the builds.

The imaging process begins with deciding
which software to put in the image. The
Enterprise IT Teams decide which core compo-
nents to include: the operating system, Open
DataBase Connectivity (ODBC), anti-virus
software, browser, Microsoft Desktop Engine
(MSDE) and Office tools suite. Each division
(finance, agency, claims, etc.) has its own desk-
top development team which determines what
additional components need to be on particular
desktops in their areas based on what the client
needs and IT can support. LoProto comments
that having each area able to make its own
decisions leads to greater innovation than if
everything were centrally run.

“For example, my area engineered the imag-
ing technologies in use today along with several
other proprietary features we have designed to
reduce support costs, cut down time and ease
support of such a large client base,” says
LoProto. “Our experience and expertise in
these areas benefited several other areas in the
company, and they now use imaging rather
than having onsite techs fiddling their thumbs
for 2-3 hours watching PCs deploy.”

After settling upon what software to
include, it is time to create the images. A
separate image is needed for each type of
hardware. LoProto says that they have
experimented with different Plug-n-Play
techniques for Windows 2000 to auto-detect
hardware platforms, but that it has not
worked perfectly. It has resulted, for
instance, in such things as phantom COM
ports being detected in an image built on a
laptop then restored on a desktop and
cleaned up with the correct drivers.

Allstate uses a six-step process to create and
install the images.

1. It uses the Microsoft unattended process
to build a base-image with Answer Files
to deploy the core Windows 2000 OS
and allow Plug-n-Play (PnP) to
auto-detect hardware with appropriate
drivers in the PnP path.

2. It creates scripts and batch files using
Visual Basic Studio to deploy the base
image based on client requirements. The
answer file is built using an HTML/ASP
Web interface customized by
division/client area.

3. It takes the base image containing these
answer files and defragments it as the
unattended process produces an
extremely fragmented image. “Defrag is
important for not only the performance
benefits once the image is deployed, but
it also improves the transmission time of
creating the binary and deploying the
binary, as these tools tend to use the
cluster data of the partition,” says
LoProto. “We’ve seen performance
increases in the binary up to 30-40%
faster when defragged.”

4. The next step is to convert the base
image into a binary image file (PQI)
using PowerQuest DeployCenter.

5. The PQI can then be dropped onto a
hardware platform it accommodates.
Allstate uses a vendor-operated
integration center for this.

6. Finally, additional software is loaded on
the hardware platform using a “Hotfix
Process.” These include software that
did not make the image cut, updates,
security patches and any last-minute
updates or changes required for production
that did not make the base image due to
time constraints.

NO MORE CRASHES

While defragmenting an image before con-
verting it to a binary is a vital step in the imaging
process, LoProto says that this is only the
beginning. Even though the image arrives in
an unfragmented state, he still finds that target
drives need to be completely defragmented
after loading the image and installing soft-
ware. Although he used a clean image when
deploying a recent Windows Service Pack,
over 20,000 of 30,000 files were fragmented
by the installation process itself.

Therefore, he is a firm advocate of routine
defragmentation of every server, workstation
and laptop immediately after loading an image.
Thereafter, he schedules defragmentation to
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run daily on every machine on the network in
order to maintain high performance and to
ensure the highest levels of system reliability.

“Our many Web-based applications, our
proprietary CRM system, the Outlook e-mail
program and general printing/spooling all cre-
ate a tremendous number of temporary files
that rapidly degrade a disk into a badly frag-
mented state,” said LoProto.

Internet Explorer, for instance, is continually
creating temporary files. As Allstate runs many
of its most mission-critical insurance systems
over the Web, fragmentation affects them sig-
nificantly. According to LoProto’s figures, the
average agent system contains 15,000 to 20,000
cached files. As these files are created, then
deleted over and over, free space on the hard
drives is soon splintered into tiny pieces, and
files become broken up quickly. But while
improved performance is one reason for using
Diskeeper, Allstate has experienced a gain in
another sphere—system stability.

“As well as reducing performance by about
90 percent, fragmentation causes severe relia-
bility problems,” said LoProto. “A few months
ago, we were getting half a dozen calls a day
from agents who couldn’t get into their com-
puters to do their jobs, so we had to scramble
to get Diskeeper out to everyone.”

He explains that after moving desktops
from Windows NT 4.0 SP4, the Master File
Table (MFT) became so corrupted because of
fragmentation that PCs would die during the
booting process. Agents were unable to do
their jobs, and help desk traffic quickly
mounted up.

This situation is quite common. Several
Microsoft Knowledge Base (KB) articles, in
fact, detail how fragmentation causes slow or
failed boots. For example, according to the
Microsoft KB article Q228734:

“This issue can occur when the NTFS boot-
sector code contained in logical sector zero of
an NTFS volume is unable to locate and load
NTLDR into memory due to the Master File
Table (MFT) being highly corrupted.”

The reason this occurs is that the NTFS
bootsector code locates and loads NTLDR
into memory. This involves reading the vol-
ume’s MFT to obtain the root directory. When
the MFT is highly fragmented, pieces of the
MFT and other metadata that must be read in
order to locate the NTLDR may fall outside
the areas of the disk that can be read by the
BIOS 13 routine. Thus the system fails to boot
up. Other Microsoft KB articles (Q176968
and Q155892) give additional other reasons
why a fragmented MFT can cause boot failure.

So, why was LoProto scrambling to get
Diskeeper out to all his users rather than using
the defragmenter that comes with Windows
2000? To begin with, the built-in tool doesn’t
defragment the MFT, so it didn’t solve the
problems he faced.

“The crippled defragmenter inside
Windows 2000 never does what we want to
do,” he says. “Since it doesn’t defrag the MFT,
that makes the built-in version useless.”

Another reliability situation Allstate
addressed using defragmentation technology
concerns mobile computing. LoProto discov-
ered corruption in the HAL (hardware abstrac-
tion layer) DLL on the firm’s 2,000 laptops.
Help desk calls resulted in users complaining
of either blue screens or black screens.
Regular defragmentation eliminated this prob-
lem, and users noted that no more “Dr.
Watson” errors would appear on their laptop
screens. Several articles in the Microsoft
Knowledge Base site reveal other corruption
and data loss problems related to fragmenta-
tion, as well as system crashes when running
CHKDSK, Word 2000 freezing while editing
a document and stability problems related to
RAM use and disk cache errors.

While LoProto is most appreciative of the
drop in support calls since installing defragmen-
tation software, he used increased performance
to convince finance to approve the purchase of
Diskeeper throughout his entire network.

“Fragmentation is hard to explain to an
accountant, so I showed them response time on
opening a file, then defragged and showed it
again,” he relates. “The performance gain was so
obvious—five seconds for a 12k Word doc ver-
sus instant access once it was defragmented.”

Here is how he laid it out to the number
crunchers: Take five seconds per document,
multiply it by 34,000 employees opening ten
to twenty documents per day, and you have
500 to 1,000 hours of lost productivity every
day just on word processing. He presented
similar numbers for Internet Explorer where
defragmentation produced a thirty to forty
percent performance gain on Allstate’s pro-
prietary Web-based lead marketing system.
As he continued to highlight performance
gains on Outlook, the average number of e-
mails sent and answered per day and the
amount of lost time across the enterprise, the
accountants soon got the message.

HOLDING THE STANDARD

For large projects like deploying the latest
operating system or rolling out new hardware,

imaging can save a lot of time. Allstate is in
the midst of a migration from Windows NT to
Windows 2000 and is using imaging to update
about forty sites (150 total PCs and severs
each day).

Imaging also facilitates restoring a
machine after a crash. The original PQI file
resides in a hidden DOS or FAT32 partition,
which comes in handy if the computer crash-
es or becomes unstable. At such a time, an
administrator can activate a function called
Redeploy using a floppy, a command in
Windows or remotely over dial-up or the
LAN. Redeploy then takes the stored PQI file
and uses it to revert the computer back to its
original state. Any data files can then be
remotely restored from backup.

LoProto also likes the fact that by using imag-
ing, he can standardize PCs throughout the enter-
prise. The Windows 2000 rollout he is executing,
even at 150 PCs per day, will take about 250
working days to complete. Since imaging uses a
binary file, which is impossible to alter and still
have it work, he is certain that the last PC
installed will have the same image as the first.
Microsoft’s unattended installation procedures,
on the other hand, draws its files from a variety
of different sources, and those would have to be
locked down and watched to ensure they didn’t
change during the months-long migration.

“You must have a repeatable and reliable
deployment process to build your base image
from in order to master a production image,”
says LoProto. “Otherwise, human error tends
to creep into your image.”

Of course, software updates, new virus defi-
nitions and patches will come out during this
time. These are installed using a procedure
called Hotfix, which is a series of batch files,
scripting processes and change management
functions used to update an image once it has
been deployed. The initial image itself never
changes. Hotfix is also used after the Redeploy
function to bring that machine up to date.

CONCLUSION

Imaging, however, is far too cumbersome for
routine software deployments. Different images
for each piece of equipment need to be assem-
bled, mastered into a binary, tested and deployed.
It is not something you want to be doing every
day, but when the situation calls for it, it is a fast,
predictable way to get the job done.  

Dan Osborne is a writer from Vancouver, Canada.
He specializes in writing about technology.
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